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Introduction

1. You currently describe yourself as 

 

You have completed the Personality Assessment. This report reflects the way in which you see yourself.

The report can be useful for purposes of self-development; recruitment of people; and job applications.

These results are confidential and will not be released to anyone without your permission.

The validity of the Personality Assessment results depends on your honesty, self-insight, state of mind and your
motivation at the time of the assessment. Should you repeatedly complete the Personality Assessment, your

various sets of results may differ to some extent. It is, however, likely that the most prominent characteristics of
your profile will remain relatively constant. The more honest and insightful your responses, the more effective

recruitment and matching processes will be. Your report may contain apparent contradictions. Think carefully about
these, as human behaviour tends to be complex, is not always consistent, and is influenced by your current

environment and the context. Please note that the Personality Assessment results are merely descriptive. Some of
the descriptors may apply more than others.

Energetic Self-driven (confident, independent-minded, resilient / tough), Passionate (intentional
/ goal driven, deep interest, committed), Optimistic (self-nurturing, flexible , hopeful /
positive, stress tolerance / resilience, trusting / dependent), Active, Healthy (healthy
lifestyle, physically healthy, psychologically healthy)

Performance driven Strategy focused, Personal ambition, Results-oriented (action / implementation),
People development

Emotionally attuned Emotional capacity (for intimacy, friendship & sharing, romantic capacity), People
skills (warmth / empathy, sincerity , social flexibility, social confidence, managing
others), Self-insight  (flexibility, self-management, introspection), Motivational drive
(of self, of others), Emotional maturity (calm / relaxed, emotional stability, fair /
unbiased), Emotional intensity (emotional energy), Generosity (fairness based)

Loyal Supportive / dependable, Committed / dedicated, Trustworthy / reliable

People-oriented Compassion (supportive / empathic, caring , tough love), Interpersonal skill (creating
trust, developing others , communication / persuasion, sincerity, warmth / openness,
respectful, approachable), Interpersonal understanding (people interest, self-insight),
Sociability (extraversion, warmth, assertiveness, friendliness ), Intimacy (need
intimacy, physicality, deep connection, offer intimacy), Humility (cooperative , team
oriented, openness / listening, interdependence)

Practical Realistic, Handy / hands-on, Results focused
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This implies that you may show the following tendencies in terms of your Personality,
Interpersonal Relationships and Work-related Behaviour: 

 
 

Personality
 

You: 
are probably an enthusiastic, energetic innovator; are at times a little impulsive; are attuned to other's feelings; avoid

routine; love discussing new ideas and applying new solutions as part of a team

project empathy and fellowship; strive for interpersonal harmony; are accepting of others; are agreeable, conscientious

and persevering and in doing so you may lose sight of your own views

are likely to be perceived as inspiring; continually seek challenges; come up with many different solutions
 
You tend to be: 

Emotionally balanced, and come across as integrated, mature and emotionally stable; are calm and resilient; tend to

remain open to change, even under difficult circumstances

Restrained, and generally exercise emotional self-control; may hide, repress or deny your own feelings; tend to remain

quite objective and can come across as consistent and mature

Confident, and are mostly confident, secure and self-assured about your own capability; tend to be untroubled by

excessive guilt, fear and doubt; are mostly unconcerned about potential threats / failures

Humble, and are quite modest; tend not to boast about your achievements;  are probably psychologically centered and

quietly confident; don't seek the recognition of others

Determined, and tend to be unemotional and unsentimental; are mostly not particularly interested in soft issues (culture,

art, humanities) but prefer to focus on practical functionalities
 
In addition, you are: 

Effective, and tend to be a dutiful, controlling, loyal, reliable approval seeker; pour your energy into efforts to improve the

world for others; often doubt your inner authority as well as external outcomes;   may experience anticipatory anxiety;

can be fearful and find it difficult to 'go with the flow'; are driven by both the 'head' and the 'heart' and may confuse others

given inner polarisation and contradictions

The word “personality” refers to the way in which you can be expected to respond to situations and other people, the
types of things, people and activities you enjoy and your emotional orientation. Personality also indicates the way in

which you gather information, make decisions, and pursue your goals. Personality does not necessarily predict
intellectual capability. Personality is affected by many factors such as culture, ethnicity, gender, age, environmental and

socio-economic circumstances, hereditary and biological factors, learning experiences, opportunities, and so on.
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Unique, and may be quite a sensitive, even romantic or temperamental individualist with a creative flair; are deeply

interested in people and feelings and have very high standards for your relationships; mostly feel unfulfilled and strive for

interpersonal and spiritual connection; often experience longing and sadness; demand authenticity and reject games;

can be tenacious, plot and strategise and be dauntless, but also tolerant, open-minded and relativistic
 
Others may say that you: 

are optimistic and future oriented, welcome change and innovative improvements and generally show enthusiasm

may come across as calm, inoffensive, even-tempered and somewhat tender-minded

are quite tough and assertive but also self controlled and can deal with conflict to ensure performance / results
 

 
In terms of motivation, you: 

have a great deal of emotional energy and motivation that you tend to pour into situations

have a sense of your life's purpose and show the personal discipline to realise this in a goal-directed yet flexible and

step-by-step manner

seek life experience and an understanding of the principles involved

show a big picture view and prefer an integrated yet simplistic approach in dealing with relevant issues

value learning opportunities and functionality

focus on building a personal identity based on your achievements and the recognition of others

fully invest personal resources to compete and win
 

 
Given your worldview, you: 

have compassion with others and humanity as a whole

perceive meaning and value in everyone and their contributions

are open-minded, love ideas and theories, but can be relativistic and indecisive

can be quite a strategist in that you know how to manipulate perceptions, redefine issues and create value in smart ways

have high expectations of life and capitalise on opportunities

see life as your oyster
 

Interpersonal Relationships
 

 
You: 

create ideas that are flexible and often centred around people issues

are sensitive

show an awareness of people's feelings
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base your decisions on personal opinions and benefits

pick up on subtle interpersonal clues

may well have developed interpersonal skills
 
You tend to be: 

People oriented, and are interested in people and carefully observe others; analyse the perceptions and motives of

others; predict human behaviour; seem to be emotionally attuned

Supportive, and are compassionate and care about others; tend to get involved in others' problems and help them

where possible; may be considerate, kind and protective

Caring, and tend to show caring interest in others and are aware of their emotional needs; are empathic and supportive;

are interpersonally perceptive and responsive; kind and giving

Trusting, and tend to trust others; see others as reliable and ethical; believe others; do not expect interpersonal

disappointment

Affectionate, and love being with others and bonding with them; avoid interpersonal conflict; are energised by close

and/or kind relationships; seek harmony and affiliation

Accepting, and are obliging, accommodating, modest and compliant; generally show humility and openness and avoid

interpersonal conflict and dissention

Giving, and tend to go out of your way to help others, be generous and be strong for them; don't want to disappoint

others;  often suppress your own needs but tend not to get recognition from others; can be compassionate, manipulative

or try to please; often act as the provider, the servant or the host

Fun, and are a lively, enthusiastic, fun-loving, curious, variety-seeking,  versatile and spontaneous person who enjoys

challenges, bets and dares; may enjoy collecting things; have a youthful spirit and often see the world as a playground;

want to spread your joy to others but avoid boring types; can be quite an entertainer, but also a realist -  even a

sophisticated connoisseur; don't want to be put on the spot, and fear being deprived and in pain

Confident, and are socially confident, self-assured and may take social risks in a bold manner; tend to be

communicative; enjoy social attention and meeting new people; may make an impression socially

Peace loving, and avoid interpersonal conflict and often play the role of mediator and peacemaker; tend to be easy

going, receptive, agreeable and complacent; may 'go with the flow' in quite a trusting and passive way; may avoid tough

issues by focusing on trivialities and often prefer talking to doing; sometimes play the role of the referee or withdraw into

daydreaming; avoid self-exploration and inner confrontation and dislike having to take a stand; may assist others not to

confront their shortcomings by finding excuses on their behalf; come across as supportive, kind and pleasant but others

can be frustrated by your excessive flexibility, refusal to commit and 'self-forgotten' disposition
 
Plus, you: 

generally try to understand others and tend to be reasonable, fair and objective in dealing with them

tend to be transparent, sincere and open in dealing with others and try to empower them by providing the necessary

information
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Work
 

At work, you: 
are process oriented, adaptable, flexible, spontaneous

tend to seek novelty and variety

may find it difficult to commit to a single interests or direction

may well change your career / study field

enjoy interpersonal contact

can come across as caring and are sensitive in dealing with people's feelings
 
You tend to be: 

Influential, and know how to sell your ideas, argue a case, influence others and convince them to change their views

Ambitious, and pursue ambitious and demanding goals; love challenges and are motivated by targets; are ambitious,

believe in yourself and are prepared to invest your time and energy

Energetic, and are very active, involved, busy and show energy, vigour, drive, vitality and enthusiasm

Self-reliant, and are mostly a self-sufficient person who can function autonomously; do not rely much on support and

advice from others; may withdraw somewhat socially; prefer to work on your own

Controlled, and value self-control, self-discipline and willpower; adhere to a strict code of conduct; can postpone the

need for gratification; can suppress disruptive thoughts

Diligent, and tend to perservere in a conscientious manner to follow things through satisfactorily; may relentlessly persist

to finalise initiatives, almost regardless of the inputs required

Competitive, and normally play to win; are competitive; strive to display your own talent and skill; obtain self-verification

from outwitting or outperforming potential opponents
 
In addition, you tend to be:  

Progressive, and tend to manage your image and appearance well; come across as an energetic, goal directed

achiever; market yourself but can also be cool and collected; enjoy networking and influencing roles; mostly are a

charmer and come across as professional - which is valued in corporate contexts; pursue recognition almost more than

personal substance

Intellectual, and are quite a private, observant thinker and an investigator; show intellectual curiosity and critical

thinking;  want to know and understand but not necessarily share this with others; are mostly not very communicative -

especially on personal matters; may want to isolate yourself from the emotional demands of others and they may

negatively experience you as a withdrawn power seeker
 

 
You are likely to adopt the following team role behavior within the work environment.
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You:
can be quite impatient, demanding and challenging towards others

mostly manage to drive others towards action and goal achievement

are quite a natural leader in that you tend to coordinate the efforts of others in a calm, controlled and confident manner,

but this may limit your creativity at times

tend to be cooperative, consensual, supportive and uncompetitive within a team context

often create a team spirit

may be indecisive when faced with a crisis
 

 
In terms of work-related motivation, you: 

show a balanced emotional approach in that you seem capable of both investing and withholding emotional energy

depending on the circumstances

may fluctuate between an intuitive and a more structured and detailed view of a situation, which allows for a flexible and

adaptable approach

are quite satisfied with the degree to which you currently manage yourself, others and projects to obtain results

pursue real-life goals

strive to create practical structures / functions in a dedicated, committed manner, according to the rules

observe traditions
 

 
Given your worldview and your perceptual framework at work, you: 

tend to spot strategic opportunities

can guide others in a flexible way to achieve big picture goals

can be an effective change agent

understand the motives of others

are not emotionally driven

may be well adapted to the performance criteria of different work-related situations and cultures

tend to understand the motives of, and can manage most people at work

are decisive and no-nonsense
 

2. You do NOT primarily see yourself as
 

Polished, and sophisticated, tactful, cultured, professional, politically astute and maintaining a refined image

Vulnerable , and sensitive, at risk of being hurt, feeling somewhat defenceless, exposed and in need of protection at

times
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Physical, and active, focusing on and using the body, experiencing sensations

Materialistic, and enjoying money, wealth, style, status, comfort and the means to choose a lifestyle and acquire

desirable things

Emotional, and sensitive, tender minded, ruled by the heart, expressive

Aware / transcendent, and aware and mindful of, as well as interested in non-physical, humanistic, ecological,

transcendent and mystical issues
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